Task-based Learning Using Film by Wayne CHOY
Films, and the stories and topics they come with, can provide learners with rich,
authentic opportunities for both listening and speaking practice as well as negotiation
and discussion with which to develop their second language skills. In this paper I will
discuss task-based activities using film that can be integrated into an English class
either as the primary text of the course or for the purpose of supplementing the
main course syllabus. My aim in this paper will be to place particular emphasis on
the planned task-based speaking activities for a sheltered content-based syllabus with
that content consisting of a film or films and the text from a corresponding film
script or film scripts. An overview of the order in which I will proceed with my
presentation is as follows. First, I will establish some of the underlying theoretical
issues in second language learning drawing on ideas from pyscholinguistic theory.
Second, I will discuss several of the instructional principles that serve as guidelines
as to how second language can be taught using film in task-based language activities.
Third, I will give several rationale for the use of film and task-based language
activities based on film content for those wishing to supplement established course
materials by integrating such content and activities into their teaching syllabi.
Fourth, I will present a number of task-based activities chosen to achieve the
purposes brought up during the preceding discussions of theory, principles and
rationale.
Implications from Pycholinguistic Theory
Let us begin with a discussion of the skill of speaking with regard to
pyscholinguistic theory of the skill. Beyond simply the utilitarian need to exchange
information, human beings appear to possess a more primitive need for speech.
Levelt (1999), after reminding of us of our primate roots, tells us of human beings
that in ‶all cultures, human bonding is largely achieved and maintained through
speech. This is clearly, species specific." Indeed, this interactional need for social
bonding through language is one of the basic premisses of this course, to which I
shall return later, that language is a tool that creates among the students and
maintains for them social relationships. Furthermore, such relationships established
through interaction are in turn motivating for learners in their overall language
study.
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We can see such interactions take place, and generally, as speaking is classified as
a productive skill, language educators tend to view it as something whose product
(utterances) can be observed in a way that receptive skills like listening can not
(Brown, 2001). To some extent, I find this to be true, in a relative sense, that is.
However, much also goes unobserved about producing speech as well. Therefore I
believe that processes involved in producing speech merit further scrutiny as this
can inform the way in which we make decisions about our teaching of this skill. As
Bygate (1996), in reference to Levelt's model, points out to us, these processes take
place so rapidly that we hardly have time to consciously acknowledge or recognize
the many steps that must occur within a very short amount of time from the taking
in the stimuli that give us the desire to speak, to the formulating of just what we
want to say and how to say it, to the articulation of the actual utterance that we
finally produce. A model such as Levelt's, regardless of the fact that there is still
much that needs to be done in terms of determining the interrelationships between
components, helps us break the process down into discrete components which may
offer us insights that can direct us better in attending more systematically to helping
students overcome the difficulties they may have in learning to speak a foreign
language.
Instructional Principles
I will now move on from this discussion of the underlying theory of the skill of
speaking to a presentation of instructional principles for the use of task activities in
a film content course. The first of these principles relates to wait time and allowing
some planning time for students in certain activities to use before being asked to
speak and is based on considerations discussed above from Levelt's model of
language processing and the speed with limited cognitive resources that all of those
processing components involve. As Skehan (as cited in Foster, 2003, p. 135) arguing
for the benefits of allowing students adequate planning time, tells us, if it ‶makes it
more likely that they will be able to call into use otherwise unavailable words and
structures, then it is likely that such words and structures will be helped to shift
from planned, thoughtful language use to extemporaneous speech." This principle has
to be balanced with giving students unplanned speaking opportunities as well, of
course, which benefits students in bringing language learned to automaticity, another
speaking principle which we should not forget here.
Two additional instructional principles are to provide opportunities for the
interactive negotiation of meaning and to provide linguistic support for these types
of speaking opportunities. For as communication is ‶more than merely questions and
answers" as Lee (1995) tells us, students ought to be given examples of the desired
language which can help facilitate their ‶expression, interpretation and negotiation of
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meaning." This support such as examples of useful expressions relevant to a given
task can be given to students on prepared cards, for example, or simply written on
the board or passed out as a handout (see Appendix 5).
Another instructional principle is to provide opportunities for students to practice
speaking in long turns. Here, I am in agreement with Ur (1999, p. 129) that as
students progress in their study of English, they may need or want to develop the
ability to speak at length and therefore this needs to be cultivated. Some activities
which apply this principle would include telling stories, which could take the form of
summarizing or recounting a scene from a film, or describing the visual information
that appears in a given scene of the film in detail.
A further instructional principle is to provide ample opportunity for students to
engage in pair work. In Hungary, Egyud and Glover (2001) made several interesting
observations which lead them to argue for the useful role of pair work in assessment.
I believe their suggestions also hold valuable implications for classroom instruction
and language practice as well. There were a number of findings from their
experiment, using dialogue tasks in pairs for testing followed by a student
questionnaire, that deserve consideration. First, students like pairings (which allows
autonomy and seems to provide motivation as well) and felt that pairings give them
a better chance to produce their best performance. Next, pairings, by reducing
anxiety, help to produce better English during testing than the one-to-one format,
teacher to student interactions. Additionally, pairings help to support good teaching
as what is learned can be put into communicative practice. Moreover, in pairs
students can help each other with language and what they learn from their peers
may have a deeper and more lasting impact than what is learned in a more teacher-
centered environment. Also, as students become more familiar with each other it can
help ease the tension involved in speaking a second language in class. Therefore, I
believe that pair work is one of the best ways to maximize speaking time for
students and can help provide a relaxed atmosphere for speaking.
While most of these principles can, especially with instruction related to listening
and speaking, primarily support a larger content-based syllabus, particularly for, but
not limited to, lower level classes, where there may be special concern over the
formal aspects of language, two optional principles would be, first, to allocate some
time to making students aware of form and, second, to allow students to practice
what they learn about form in class. An example of the application of these
principles can be found in the consciousness-raising task in the sample activities
which will be described later in this paper. There are reasons why this can benefit
even more advanced students particularly in an EFL context. An author with
experience teaching in Japan and therefore whose suggestions may have particular
significance for this teaching context, Mennim (2003), writing on proactive and
reactive focus, calls our attention to the fact that learners ‶notice ways in which
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their own interlanguage differs from the target language." Such noticing, he
continues, can result in ‶the learner's rethinking his or her hypothesis about the
target language, and to the subsequent modification, hopefully in a target-like
direction, of the learner's output."
The next principle is to allow students to place primary emphasis on interaction in
the target language. Sometimes this may mean temporarily setting aside task goals
in order to allow some time now and then to digress on a topic prompted even
tangentially by the content of the film text rather than adhering strictly to the
immediate seeking of a task outcome. As Willis (1996) states of our students, if they
‶are digressing from the task goals, we should do everything we can to encourage
it." Her reasoning for this is that for students ‶their language development is more
important than your lesson plan." Although some teachers may find this point to be
overstated by Willis, it will be up to them to decide the extent and degree to which
this instructional principle should apply to their own class setting, for according to
Willis ‶much interaction outside the classroom is not so directly goal oriented. In real
life, people often talk just to get to know someone better, or to pass the time of day--
there is a far greater proportion of experiential, interpersonal and open ended talk."
Although tasks with their specific goals are good for getting students to interact in
the classroom, she concludes ‶our ultimate aim" is to prepare our students for this
more open ended kind of communication.
Rationale for Use of Task-based Activities and Film Content
Now that we have established some of the underlying theoretical factors regarding
the skill of speaking as well as the instructional principles related to film content and
task-based activities, let us turn our attention to the topic of course rationale taking
into account both the language aptitude and motivation levels of students as well as
a discussion of the overall aims of a film content and task-based language course.
Particularly for learners of higher aptitude and motivation, one of the long-term
goals of a content-based film course for many teachers might be for the students to
be able to understand the language of English language films better and in this
respect an objective is for them to be able to recognize and use--where and when
appropriate--many of the common expressions that appear in such films. While
outside of class, in Japan, situations where they can exploit these usages of English
may be limited, during perhaps occasional or frequent trips abroad they may find
opportunities to use some of this English. Therefore a certain care should been taken
to find an appropriate match between learners' interests and the content of the films
chosen for the class. For example, for a class where there is strong interest in
foreign travel, films which involve characters who are travelling or living for a time
abroad might be appropriate with some examples being films like Catch Me If You
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Can (Spielberg, 2003) or The Talented Mr. Ripley (Minghella, 2000), which contain
a number of common language items or functions related to travel, airports, hotels--
that is, situations similar to those in which the students might find themselves when
abroad--which might be useful in their own possible future travel. These kinds of
films also recreate the mood of foreign travel for them which adds to the already
motivating aspects of learning English through films that entertain or otherwise
engage them.
Another rationale is interactional, that is, to involve students in the exchange of
authentic messages both speaker and listener are interested in, which in turn builds
facility in using the language (Rivers, as cited in Richards & Rodgers, 2001).
Therefore, an objective is for the students to learn useful language that enables them
to be able to discuss the films and the ideas they have related to them with each
other in class. For many learners, language really is a tool that creates among them
and maintains social relationships through interaction, those relationships in turn
serving to motivate them in their overall language study. So, during class, many
opportunities should be provided for them to interact with each other using English.
Task-based activities in pairs or groups related to film content can help fulfil this
goal.
A major reason for my choosing films at all to initially base this type of class on
has to do with the students' need for comprehensible input. Krashen (1985) has
written about understanding messages or comprehensible input being sufficient for
acquiring a language. Accordingly, acquisition could take place provided certain
conditions such as adequate exposure to the language and interesting material were
present, both of which films and reading film scripts whose further use more
extensively, outside of class, are encouraged, can offer. Additionally, as required by
Krashen, and also touched on above among the instructional principles related to
speaking, is a third criteria of providing a relaxed atmosphere, which can be achieved
in this kind of course by, for example, minimalizing formal testing and mainly
involving learners in viewing and discussing films the students are interested in and
enjoy.
However, I should mention here that I believe Krashen had been writing of his
ideas about second language acquisition mainly from an ESL perspective. In an EFL
context, such as in Japan, I find the need to modify his hypothesis, as it has been my
experience that many of the students I teach have almost no access to English
speakers outside of class whom they might engage in conversation. In the absence of
such access, no amount of communicative competence will enable them to draw out
the necessary level of input (as Krashen's hypothesis suggests is required) from
others around them such as can be done with native or highly skilled speakers of
English who, for example, in Krashen's California, are more likely to be able to
provide recent immigrant learners from Mexico with sufficient quantities of input.
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Using films for this language learning can help compensate for at least some of the
lack of comprehensible input available in this EFL environment. To the degree that
certain films can in some ways simulate real life contexts in the English-speaking
locales where they are set (outside of any classroom), using films (and more
recently podcasts) may be among the more effective ways EFL teachers can provide
their students with rich and authentic input.
Another point I should add about films is that they engage student interest and so
can--at the appropriate level and with adequate support from the teacher--be both a
source of rich input as well as a source of motivation whereby students become so
deeply involved in what they are doing that the ‶hard work" associations of study
vanish. Discussing his Affective Filter Hypothesis, Krashen (1985) tells us that ‶the
filter is lowest when the acquirer is so involved in the message that he temporarily
`forgets' he is hearing or reading another language" (p. 3).
However, believing that comprehensive input, while perhaps one of the key
elements for acquisition, is not sufficient alone, I find myself in agreement with those
pointing out the limitations of a purely comprehension-driven strategy, such as
Skehan (1998) as well as VanPatten (2003) who argue for the importance of
attending to form and the teacher's role in adjusting input to students' levels. I
have made such adjustments with some of the more challenging cloze tasks I have
used by playing the audio multiple times or simply reading the script, with my own
voice, as a way of providing students with various slower versions that are still
within a natural or near natural range.
In addition to this, I believe that seeing many examples in the context of how
English is used in the films we choose and discussing those circumstances can
contribute to improving learner sociolinguistic and discourse competence, areas I feel
previous conventional study of the language may likely not have sufficiently
addressed. Beyond the surface linguistic or communicative agendas students may
have, they also come to understand more about non-Japanese societies as well, which
is a purpose to which Canale (1983) might have been alluding when he wrote that
he in no way regards ‶communication as the essential purpose of language nor the
only purpose relevant for second language pedagogy".
Task-based Activities and Film Content
I shall next describe several activities designed to achieve the particular purposes
related to the earlier discussion of theory and principles as well as the goals and
objectives discussed above.
One of the most common activities is the cloze activity handout. For advanced
classes, in many cases, the instructor can transcribe dialogue from the DVD of the
same film leaving blanks for the students to fill in, and this material together with
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answers the learners will supply will eventually make up the full spoken word
scenario of the film. A cloze for a scene or a passage of the film done together with
a partner over the course of multiple viewings constitutes one of the applications of
interactional pair work suggested by the above discussion.
Movies can also be used in the language classroom in ways that go beyond the
dialogue which tends to be typical of many uses to which film is put in classroom
language learning activities. This second sample activity begins with a listing or note-
taking task, the purpose of which is to extend the language student's attention
beyond merely the dialogue of the film. Turning the sound off, the students simply
view a scene for which the dialogue has not yet been covered and write down some
things about what they see. They could be instructed to write down seven things
that they think might be important to the story or to revealing character or that
they otherwise find special or interesting. This might include objects in a room,
articles of clothing, or larger items like buildings or cars. The teacher could also
instruct them to describe seven actions from the scene. A more open ended version
of this activity would be for students just to free associate and write down any
seven words that came to mind when viewing the scene. Students then compare
their lists or notes in pairs giving their reasons for choosing certain items. These
speaking opportunities can allow for schema to be activated and even for known
lower frequency words they might otherwise have had difficulty accessing or
recalling on the spot to become more available later on when they finally view the
scene with the sound on. Students also become more aware of the connection
between words of dialogue, and the sounds, images and actions from the film, and in
turn this can lead to later discussion in which the connections between these various
streams of information, verbal and non-verbal are made. Additionally, if the scene
happens to include a rich soundtrack with background noises and sound-effects this
activity could be done with the sound on and the students instructed to describe the
sounds they hear other than dialogue.
As Nation (2001) notes, ‶It is not easy to bring learners' receptive vocabulary
knowledge into productive use. The knowledge required for production is greater
than the knowledge required for reception." Therefore, one way of helping students
access language for producing speech that they know but is not readily accessible is
through the third activity I would like to mention which involves working in pairs
and sharing semantic maps. A good opportunity for such a semantic mapping would
be after one of the family events that take place in the film, Catch Me If You Can,
such as when Frank visits his fiancee Brenda's parents' home and is introduced to
her parents over dinner. The topic of the map might be personalized to be about
such introductions or similar events in Japan and how they might be similar or
different, not only from the film, but also across generations in Japan or vary from
region to region as students of different ages and from different parts of Japan
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originally draw on their own experiences both from their youth as well as from a
parent's perspective. This would normally follow the viewing of the scene as way of
extending what students watched into a period of group, pair or class talk.
Another activity is one that focuses on phonological form which uses a quiz format.
This is a brief consciousness-raising task involving segmentals from specific words--
usually very high frequency words--carefully selected from the portion of the film
just viewed such as illustrated in Appendix 1. This can also be done in pairs so that
students can compare preliminary answers with each other.
An activity that could be easily paired with this would be to instruct the students
in shadowing and have them shadow the passage from which the above segmentals
were taken, for example. Some useful suggestions about shadowing have been noted
in Burrows (2004).
An additional activity is an outline activity as illustrated in Appendix 2 in which
key story points including character introductions are covered in a series of
questions. Students work on the questions in pairs or groups and compare answers
before discussing their answers as a class. The outcome of this activity results in
something resembling an outline of the film's narrative which can provide scaffolding
and relevant vocabulary that can support subsequent activities which require
speaking in long turns about the film's narrative.
An example of such tasks involving longer turns would be summarizing a scene
from the film. Pairs of students can prepare and give a mini-presentation of key
story points from the film which can be evaluated by their peers using criteria as
illustrated in Appendix 3 either provided by the teacher or generated by the
students themselves after some discussion and classmates can give feedback to
speakers by way of short evaluation forms prepared by the teacher (see Appendix
4).
Finally, a last type of activity I will mention is a dialogue reconstruction task done
with a partner where sentences from a short passage of the film dialogue are typed
out of sequence and cut into individual strips of paper which are then given to pairs
of students for them to arrange in the proper sequence before or after watching the
scene. For more difficult scenes they can watch the passage multiple times as
preparation for the activity. This activity if done in the L2 will likely call for learners
to be provided with some additional language support that they can use when
negotiating their way verbally through the task while interacting with their partner
in deciding what sequence the strips should go in. For examples of such language
support, see Appendix 5.
In conclusion, I believe the discussion of task-based language learning activities
with relation to film content presented here represents a good start in meeting
learner needs for engaging authentic material in an EFL environment. Over time,
students' reactions will be observed and changes made. However, these activities
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should make the class more stimulating, motivating and enlightening.
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Appendix 1
Segmental Task
(Underlining done in colored chalk or marker.)
１. The underlined part of ‶again" sounds like the underlined part of which of the
following:
a) then
b) gain
２. volunteer
a) volume
b) bowl
３. nobody or anybody
a) father
b) under
４. sorry
a) so
b) are
Appendix 2
‶The Talented Mr. Ripley" (Part Ⅰ)
Circle the answer that best completes the statement or answers the questions below.
１. What is Mr. Greenleaf's wife's name?
Marge Meredith Emily Nancy
２. At the concert Mr. Greenleaf says he thinks Tom went to
University and Tom just smiles and doesn't say anything.
Harvard CUC USC Princeton
３. Tom borrowed a university from the singer's boyfriend and gives it
back to him after the concert.
cap jacket sweater vest
４. Mr. Greenleaf says his son Dickie plays what musical instrument?
guitar saxophone piano violin drums
５. Mr. Greenleaf says that jazz is just insolent .
music sound noise song recording
６. Tom earns at another part-time in the men's room of a music
hall.
a big salary small tips lots of money dinner
７. Tom practices on the grand piano on stage until after in the
morning.
12：20 3：40 2：10 1：20
８. How much money will Mr. Greenleaf will pay Tom?
$1,000 $1,000,000 $10,000 $100,000
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９. Mr.Greenleaf will pay Tom the money as he wants Tom to go to Europe to
bring his son
a package a letter a present back to the U.S.
10. Tom lives in a apartment.
second floor basement expensive
11. A picks up Tom at his apartment before he sails for Italy.
bus limousine truck van
12. Tom meets Meredith in the baggage area and tells her his own name is
.
Tom Ripley Dickie Greenleaf Emily Herbert
13. Dickie's (American) girlfriend's name is .
Emily Kate Marge Wendy
14. Dickie tells Tom that his university days and America are like a .
frog fog mist cloud
15. Dickie asks Tom what he is doing in this town and Tom explains that he is just
.
passing through sight-seeing going swimming
Appendix 3
Evaluation Guide for Speakers
Speed
１. Very slow, not fast enough.
２. Slow--a little faster will be better.
３. Good natural speed.
Smoothness
１. Not smooth.
２. Sometimes smooth but sometimes not smooth.
３. Mostly very smooth.
Loudness
１. I can't hear all the words. Speaker should speak louder.
２. Speaker sometimes speaks loud enough, but sometimes does not speak loud
enough.
３. Speaker's voice is loud enough.
Eye Contact
１. The speaker always looks down or doesn't look at partner.
２. The speaker often looks down or doesn't look at partner.
３. Good eye contact. Looks at partner.
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Difficult/Easy Text
The part of text for this speaker is:
１. Very easy
２. Easy
３. A little difficult but sometimes easy.
４. Difficult
Appendix 4
Speaker Evaluation Speaker's Name：
Speed：
Smoothness：
Loudness：
Eye contact：
Difficult/Easy text：
Appendix 5
Useful Language For Dialogue Reconstruction Tasks
１. I'm not sure about this part.
２. What does this [part] mean?
３. I think this part goes first/next.
４. What goes next?
５. This part should go next.
６. That part might come next.
７. I think this part goes before that part.
８. Well, let's just put it here for now.
９. Let's put this one here.
10. I think this part goes here.
11. Does this part go here?
12. Maybe this part goes here/there/next?
13. That sounds/looks good so far.
14. I agree.
15. I think so, too.
16. That makes sense.
17. Are you sure about this part?
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Abstract
Task-based Learning Using Film
Research in applied linguistics on task-based learning has shown this approach for
second language learning to be, not only effective and productive, but also highly
motivating, particularly when using authentic materials. Some applications of task-
based learning drawn from authentic materials such as film are discussed in this
article.
映画を利用したタスク中心の学習法の実際
応用言語学における研究によると, 第二言語学習におけるタスク中心の学習法は, 特に
適切なオーセンティックな教材を使用した場合, 効果的で英語力向上に役立つだけでなく,
学生の学習意欲を大いに高めるとのことである｡ この論文では映画などのオーセンティッ
クな教材を使ったタスク中心の学習法の実際の授業への応用について論じる｡
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